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Click here to register as a visitor!
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Be a part of Singapore’s most dedicated 
and inclusive F&B, coffee, tea, sweets and 

bakery event!
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Connect with other café owners, suppliers & vendors
Enjoy specially-curated talks
Priority entry as Priority Trade Buyer to the exhibitions
Publicity on ICTA’s socials
Outreach through ICTA’s mailing list
Launch your new products / menus / specials at the
COA Members Business Lounge during exhibition days!
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Just for Cafe Owners:
We have curated a selection of premium coffee 
beans! Visit us to select and purchase specialty 

beans at prices exclusive to Cafe Asia 2022.

See you there!
ENQUIRIES

Visitor Registration
registration-cara@cems.com.sg

COA Membership
coa-membership@cems.com.sg

Be a COA Member today
Membership is free! Scan the QR code to join
or visit www.tinyurl.com/COA-member

https://intlcoffeetea-asia.com/coa-membership/
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Flavourtech Pty Ltd
Booth A10
Australia
Website | Facebook

Flavourtech is a world leader in the development, design and 
manufacture of thin film, spinning cone technologies for the 

production of aroma, concentrates and extracts for the coffee, tea, 
flavour, alcoholic beverage and pharmaceutical markets.

Their flagship technology, the Spinning Cone Column (SCC), is well 
known throughout the tea and coffee industry for aroma recovery 

applications. In 2021, in order to cater for R&D and small-scale 
production applications, Flavourtech launched the smaller SCC-100 

which is perfect for aroma recovery from tea or coffee extracts.

For larger manufacturers, Flavourtech’s Integrated Extraction System 
(IES) is a turn-key solution for producing higher quality Ready to Drink 

(RTD), Cold Brew and Instant Tea and Coffee products.

Visit us at Booth A10 during ICTA 2022 to talk about how the SCC and 
IES can help your business create better-tasting products!

http://www.flavourtech.com/
https://www.facebook.com/FlavourtechAustralia/


Suzumo Singapore Corporation Pte Ltd 
Booth D15 | Singapore

Website

SSN-JLX 
Automated Compact Sushi Machine for Nigiri

Fastest in the industry and its high performance yields fluffy 
nigiri! It can produce 4,800 delicious and fluffy rice balls (20g 
or less) per hour with proper melt-in-your-mouth consistency 
using a unique forming process that does not damage the 
grains. Market share, capacity and comforting ease of use make 
it the industry leader! 

SVR-BXA 
Automated Compact Sushi Machine for Maki Roll

2-in-1 machine that forms rice sheets for maki rolls and 
automated rolling function. This new model with an improved 
design forms the rice and the resulting rolls are better than ever. 
Anyone can use it to make Roll Sushi like an experienced chef.

GST-FBB-AS
Automated Rise Dispensing Machine

This machine keeps rice warm and fluffy, and can serve it 
quickly in precise, pre-measured quantities with just a press of 
a button. Comes it 7 different pre-set buttons to set required 
weight for each portion based on the menu.

Suzumo is the innovator that created the world’s first Sushi Robot and other rice-related 
automated products.

It has taken on the bold challenge as a food machine manufacturer in the development 
of man-power saving rice food processing machinery. Our Sushi Robots automatically 

produce sushi rice balls and make rolls similar to a hand-made roll by a skilled Japanese 
chef. 

Suzumo plans to take aggressive approaches such as developing new products that have 
never been introduced to the food market, and also developing a new rice food business 

scheme globally through our products.

http://www.suzumokikou.com/


Allpress have been roasting specialty coffee for a long 
time - over 30 years. From humble beginnings as a 
little coffee cart in Auckland, New Zealand, they’ve 
evolved into a bold and passionate global brand that 
is recognised and available throughout the world. 

Allpress Espresso Singapore Pte Ltd
Booth D17 | Singapore

Facebook
Instagram: @allpressespresso

Three decades ago with Michael Allpress set up his 
first independent coffee cart, he wasn’t satisfied with 
the flavour or the attention to detail of the roasted 
beans on the market at the time.

He decided that to get the taste he was after, he’d 
have to do it himself. He bought a second-hand 
roaster and embarked on a bold and entrepreneurial 
journey fuelled by passion and the pursuit of iconic 
flavour. 

Today, Allpress roasts coffee for the best independent 
cafes in the world - and in your kitchen too.

The flavour of Allpress Espresso has become an icon, 
instantly recognisable in over 1,500 independent 
cafes around the world. At the heart of the brand is 
a collection of crafted coffee blends that have been 
developed over 30 years. 

Designed for flavour, each speciality coffee in the 
Allpress range reflects our knowledge and passion 
for premium coffee. All of our coffee is expertly 
blended and precision-roasted using our Hot Air 
Roasting method to achieve the desired flavour 
profile. Our speciality coffee range is refined and 
simple - 5 classic blends and a constantly-changing 
galaxy coffee.

https://www.facebook.com/allpressespresso


Ohki Co., Ltd
Booth D21 | Japan
Website

We are an industry leader developing filter materials that are used in tea bags used by 
consumers worldwide. We specialise and provide woven (also known as mesh) and non-

woven filters for tea as well as coffee, to the leading suppliers of the industry. Our head office 
is based in Osaka, Japan, and have 7 factories at the moment, and we are looking forward to 

innovating more. Our factories are ISO9001, ISO14001 and FSSC22000 certified.

We produce PLA-based biodegradable non-woven and woven filters. Most importantly 
regarding our products, we carry 3 main brands: Chaput, sustico and Pachit.

CHAPUT is the name of our brand new 
type of coffee bag which can brew in just 

10 seconds via steeping.

sustico is the name of our biodegradable 
filters. The name stems from the words 

“sustainable” and “ecological”.

PACHIT
In terms of tea filters, our standard is the non-filter, 

and the premium version is the woven filter as its main 
feature is its transparency. In addition, the non-woven 
filter is more economical and has a more competitive 

price.

Our biodegradable or sustainable version, sustico, can 
be prepared with both the woven and non-woven lines. 

http://www.ohki-okilon.co.jp/en/


The Better Food Distribution Pte Ltd
Booth E06 | Singapore

Website
The Better Food Distribution Co. was founded by a crew of food producers who are passionate 

about great tasting, healthy products. Our mission is to cater to the growing number of 
people who care about where their food is from, how it is made and how it makes them feel.

We carefully select products that are made by passionate producers using high quality, 
natural ingredients. Wholesome food and rinks made for modern life - we are The Better 

Food Distribution Co.

We are the exclusive distributors of Remedy Drinks, the number one selling kombucha brand 
in Singapore, and have recently added the Dash Water brand to our portfolio.

Remedy make the tastiest, 
healthiest, live-cultured drinks going 

‘round: chock-full of live cultures, 
organic acids and antioxidants that 

are good for your gut and overall 
wellbeing. Remedy’s drinks also 

naturally contain no sugar!

Dash Water is at the forefront of a 
new wave of healthy soft drinks. We 

infuse our super tasty waters with real 
wonky fruit which others say “no” to.
It’s water - but better. Nothing fake.
Just water, bubbles and wonky fruit.

No sugars. No Sweeteners. No 
Calories.

http://www.betterfood.com.sg/


Shiki International Pte Ltd
Booth C07 | Singapore
Facebook

Shiki International Pte Ltd is a Singapore-based food & beverage importer and distributor 
incorporated in 2005. We have been providing high quality Japanese F&B products and 

professional services to our clients.

Our mission is to enrich food culture by sourcing the most suitable products to our clients 
with competitive prices, to introduce new ideas in the F&B market, and to support our clients’ 

businesses by using our networking, knowledge and experience. 

Our network now covers not only Singapore, but also neighboring countries such as Malaysia, 
Indonesia and Brunei through our partners.

Matcha Powder

We supply different grades of matcha powder, from 
standard to premium, with competitive costs to meet 

what our clients want to use. Our matcha products 
are processed in Shizuoka, the largest Japanese 

tea harvest area, by one of the largest producers in 
Japan - Harada Tea Processing Co., Ltd. Our matcha 

products are Halal certified.

Purple Sweet Potato Powder

This product is made by a sweet potato farming 
company based in Kumamoto, Japan. It has a unique 
purple colour with the typical Japanese sweet potato 
flavour. It is suitable for your drinks and sweets menu.

Black Sesame Powder

This is another Halal-certified powder ingredient 
that is suitable for your drinks and sweets menu. 

It is an unsweetened powder made of very simple 
ingredients - black sesame, soy bean flour and 

salt. This product can be easily mixed with other 
ingredients like water, milk and cream.

https://www.facebook.com/SHIKIINTERNATIONAL


Dark Dog Drink Co (Asia) Pte Ltd 
Booth D07 | Singapore
Website | Facebook | Instagram

Dark Dog is a beverage brand trademarked in Salzburg, Austria since 1995 and has been 
energising millions, especially in Europe. Dark Dog’s range of beverages are leading 

in markets such as Paraguay, Uruguay, Chile, Sweden, Austria and France, and is now 
distributed in more than 30 countries worldwide. 

In recent years, the company has shifted their direction towards a healthier lifestyle choice by 
creating an organic recipe of 4 refreshing fruity flavours using only 100% organic ingredients 

with no preservatives and artificial colouring or flavouring. Made in France, the Dark Dog 
Organic range has just been launched in Singapore last year and has already started 

exporting into the AUS and NZ market.

Each BPA-free can is high in antioxidants, gluten-free, vegan, low in sodium and consists of 
only natural caffeine from organic green coffee beans, green tea and organic superfruits such 
as Acerola Berries and Guarana Berries, with minimal organic cane sugar for taste and is 50% 

of your daily recommended Vitamin C intake!
 

With a tagline of #nocrashnojitters, Dark Dog Organic range prides itself on not overloading 
on high sugar content, providing consumers with a comfortable consistent energy booster 
of up to 12 hours for functional activities such as sports, work and play. With only the good 
stuff in a can, we believe our beverage would be most appreciated by consumers who are 

looking for a healthier caffeinated refreshing beverage to get them hydrated and energised 
throughout the day!

 
Available in 4 refreshing flavours:

Original, Cranberry Mint, Blood Orange, and Coconut Water

http://www.darkdogenergy.com.sg/
https://www.facebook.com/DarkDogOrganicSG/
https://www.instagram.com/darkdogorganicsg/


Freshening Industries Pte Ltd 
Booth D16 | Singapore
Website | Facebook

With more than 5,000 foodservice, healthcare and hospitality 
establishments in our portfolio of clients, as well as an extensive range 

of products exported to over 37 countries, Freshening is today, a leading 
manufacturer of wet wipes and hygiene products, as well as a one-

stop hub for foodservice products. 

Freshening prides itself on manufacturing products of the highest 
quality. This is achieved through our world class manufacturing facilities 
in Singapore, Indonesia and China, and compliance with international 

standards and the enforcement of stringent quality controls. 

We are a one-stop hub with products from front-of-house to the kitchen. 
We also offer customisation services for our range of food packaging 

products.

Star products include Zappy Ultimate Antiseptic Wipes which kill 99.99% 
of harmful germs, as tested by a UK lab. The wipes are water-based and 

alcohol-free, suitable for effective daily hand sanitisation. 

The Bio Corn range features a wide selection of biodegradable tableware 
disposables made from corn. It includes plates, bowls and cutlery - a 

convenient and environmentally friendly option for your business.

http://freshening.com/
https://www.facebook.com/zappysg


Bags and Pouches Pte Ltd 
Booth C10 | Singapore

Facebook | Instagram

We  have ready-stock for the biggest range of coffee bags, stand 
up pouches, spout pouches for soups, flat bottom pouches, break 

packaging and boxes etc. 

We also do customised packaging with minimum quantity.

Coffee bags, stand up pouches, spout pouches for soups, flat bottom 
pouches with zipper

https://www.facebook.com/bagsandpouchessingapore
https://www.instagram.com/bagsandpouches/


Fu Luxe Pte Ltd
Booth D11 | Singapore
Website | Instagram

Fuluxe started in 2013 and is now a leading distributor for the Hospitality industry in 
Singapore. We have grown from a distributor carrying exclusively tableware to an extensive 

portfolio covering food, premium sustainable water solutions, disposable food packaging and 
room amenities. 

We share with our network of suppliers and partners around the world one common key 
value: providing bespoke solutions that will make each customer stand out.

Fuluxe provides to the key players of the hotel industry, the best fine dining restaurants as 
well as trendy cafes and bistros of Singapore.

Purezza: Premium Sustainable Water Solutions

Packing Green disposables have been designed for the circular economy where resources are 
reused and not wasted. Our range of plant-based food packaging supports cafes, restaurants 

and hotels in their commitment to sustainability. 

We proudly partner with large retail and distribution chains, wholesale and retail companies, 
and dining enterprises. Packing Green provides a large variety of products to cover your take-
away needs and offers customisation options for stronger branding and communication with 

your customers. Find out more at www.packinggreen.com

Packing Green: Green Disposable Food Packaging

The modern alternative to pre-packaged bottled water, 
Purezza is leading the way in providing cost-effective, 
sustainable and high-quality water dispensing water solutions 
for hospitality venues worldwide.

Purezza can be tailored for your business with system sizes 
that suit any space and output requirements. Powerful under-
bench or counter-top options are available and to ensure your 
system operates at maximum efficiency, our servicing teams 
are on-hand for maintenance and support. 

Join thousands of customer globally - get unlimited, freshly 
dispensed, great-tasting sparkling or still water that your 
customers will love, and see the impact one single business 
practice can make in helping to increase revenue and support 
the environment.

https://fuluxe.com/
https://www.instagram.com/fuluxe/
http://www.packinggreen.com


Bleu Sea Marketing Pte Ltd
Booth D06 | Singapore
Website | Facebook | Instagram: bleuseampl

BLEU SEA is a Retail Technologies & Retail 
Security specialist providing retail systems 
for brick & mortar retailers.

We aid retailers in building a new, 
innovative model that:
• Is highly automated and efficient
• Reduces heavy dependency on 

human labour
• Enables transformation from 

traditional retail to new retail
• Prevents profit erosion due to 

inventory shrinkage
• Allows retailers to focus on selling 

their products and services

BLEU SEA has been in business for more 
than a decade serving retailers. Having a 
deep understanding of the problems faced 
by retailers, we assist them in overcoming 
their issues with our proven solutions. 

Our Happy Customers: 
StarHub, Challenger, Popular, Courts, 
Best Denki, Samsung, XiaoMi, Vivo, 
iStudio, F&B, Fashion Boutiques and 
more!

In this exhibition, we are pleased to showcase for the first time in Singapore a self-
service image-recognition check-out system tailor-made for bakeries, canteens, 

micro-markets and fresh produce. 

Our image recognition system is fast and accurate. It only takes 3 seconds to scan 
and recognise customers’ purchases, and is suitable for both self-service as well as 

cashier-assisted mode-de-operasi.

http://www.bleusea.com/
https://www.facebook.com/bleuseamarketing


Common Man Coffee Roaster Pte Ltd
Booth D20 | Singapore
Website | Instagram |  Facebook

Common Man Coffee Roasters (CMCR) is a specialty coffee roaster established in 
Singapore in 2013. At CMCR, we are True to Great Coffee and Good People. 
Since the beginning, we have strived to champion specialty coffee across Asia.

We uphold the integrity of truth in our actions and decision, celebrating the real 
relationships and human impact from bean to cup, from the farmers and millers, to 

the baristas and drinkers.

As a brand, we provide industry-leading wholesale and retail experiences with 
delicious, specialty grade, ethical coffee at its core. We achieve this through our 
cafes, Academy, Roastery and Wholesale businesses, with a team dedicated to 

championing specialty coffee and its positive impact in approachable and enjoyable 
ways.

As a wholesaler, we distribute internationally renowned brands that cater to the 
modern specialty coffee program, pioneers of technology and design in the ever-

changing, complex coffee industry. Our brands are true to quality, consistency, and 
innovation. These include Eversys, Synesso, and Victoria Arduino, among others.

Eversys are widely considered the leading global 
manufacturer of professional "Super Traditional" 
espresso equipment, setting new trends and 
challenging established market norms through their 
innovation and technical expertise. Their products 
use cutting-edge technology to recreate traditional 
barista techniques in brewing espresso and 
preparing milk, delivering a market-leading in-cup 
experience with incomparable consistency, 
productivity and ergonomics.

As the designated Distributor and Service Agent for 
Eversys in Singapore, CMCR works closely with 
Eversys to provide the best equipment solutions 
across the local coffee industry and market-leading 
technical services. 

Eversys has always aimed to bridge the gap between the worlds of traditional and super-
automatic machines, providing the opportunity for cafe-level quality espresso and milk 

beverages within a self-service context.

Owyis
Stamp

https://commonmancoffeeroasters.com/
https://www.instagram.com/commonmancoffee/
https://www.facebook.com/commonmancoffeeroasters


Victoria Arduino (E1 Prima) - A new way 
to prepare and enjoy espresso coffee
The one group espresso machine is ready to 
bring the Victoria Arduino coffee experience 
wherever and whenever. Victoria Arduino 
called it this way because they believe it is 
the first step towards a new frontier and will 
overcome many boundaries. Prima is a 
versatile and eclectic coffee machine that 
opens a new way of living and perceiving the 
coffee experience. 

The NEO engine uses an instant heating 
system with a unique insulation mechanism 
that reduces heat dispersion and energy 
consumption. It works almost instantly, 
allowing only the necessary amount of water 
to heat the extraction, thus reducing energy-
related costs.

About our Coffee
As a specialty coffee wholesaler, we aim to 
deliver consistent, quality, expertly roasted 
and delicious beans, and act as a support 
pillar for our accounts. 

Our roasters strive to represent the unique 
flavours true to each coffee's origin while 
ensuring a responsible supply chain with 
careful management and long-term 
sustainability. In addition, we actively seek to 
enable to coffee growers we work with to be 
involved in conscious partnerships designed 
to offer greater traceability and transparency, 
working towards securing a reliable income 
source for communities in growing regions. 

We are relationship-first in sourcing. We work 
with coffee partners committed to 
communicating true stories, developing 
communities, and providing sustainable 
solutions for a lasting future of great coffee.
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Ourglass Pte Ltd | Booth RA03
Singapore

Website | Facebook | Instagram | LinkedIn

Founded in 2018, Ourglass Robotics is the leading service robots provider in Singapore, bringing 
in the latest robotic technology and innovation to the local F&B market. Our range of service 

robots includes waiter robots, plate return robots, disinfection robots, hotel delivery robots and 
cleaning robots.

To date, we have deployed over 100 waiter robots operating in 60 F&B outlets. We are committed 
to pushing more restaurants to take a step towards robotic automation as it helps resolve 

manpower challenges and reduces operating costs. 

We also provide customisation services, helping out clients with the onsite installation of our 
service robots, as well as a complete mapping of their restaurant layout for our robots to serve.

Our outstanding performance in the market, deployment knowledge and onsite technical 
support has won us an exclusive distributorship with Pudu Robotics for the PuduBot.

PuduBot: Flagship Waiter Robot

PuduBot, the flagship robot of Pudu, delivers food from the kitchen to 
customers’ tables intelligently. 

Begin the food delivery by placing dishes on the robot’s trays and 
entering a table number. The smart robot identifies any obstacles 

coming its way and avoids them. Designed with customers’ safety in 
mind, the waiter robot stabilises itself even after an emergency brake - 

completing the food delivery safely and securely. 

BellaBot: Premium Waiter Robot

Intelligent and fast, BellaBot is the newest robot waiter designed by Pudu 
with top-of-the-line human to robot interaction capabilities. The head of 

the robot is designed to look like a cat to capture people’s attention.

BellaBot specialises in guiding customers and delivering food to tables 
and stations.

HolaBot: Delivery Robot 

HolaBot is a plate/tray return robot. It speeds up table clearing and 
reduces waiters’ workload by sending the dirty plates back to the kitchen. 

Equipped with high volume, high carrying capacity, paging function, 
gesture recognition and voice control module, HolaBot helps boost the 

table turnaround in restaurants. 

HolaBot is Pudu’s first multi-scenario collection robot, usable across 
industries such as F&B, Medical, General Business, Industrial and more. 

https://www.ourglass.com.sg/
https://www.facebook.com/OurglassRobotics
https://www.instagram.com/ourglassrobotics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/14523889/


StaffAny Pte Ltd | Booth RA11
Singapore

Website | Facebook

Say goodbye to paperwork, manual entry and miscommunication for your 
business!

We know many shift-work businesses still use manual, time-intensive methods 
to handle HR and Ops processes. The man-days spend consolidating timesheets, 
manual errors, poor real-time team visibility all lead to low productivity and high 

labour costs.

At StaffAny, we optimise this with our 
real-time integrated scheduling and time-
tracking software that simplifies shift work 
for businesses. In addition to managing 
hourly worker, StaffAny tracks your staff 
performance and make end-of-month 
timesheet consolidation a breeze for you.

We’ve helped our clients in F&B, Retail, 
Events and Healthcare to simplify shift 
work and optimise labour productivity/
cost gains from large chains like Kiosks 
Collective to small business owners like 
Foreword Coffee.

From our all-in-one app, you can 
submit weekly availability, check 
for latest shifts, acknowledge 
announcements, request for leave, 
and clock-in and out of work. 

With StaffAny, your entire team 
is connected on one platform 
for maximum efficiency and 
communication!

https://www.staffany.com/
https://www.facebook.com/joinstaffany/


21 Max New Solution Pte Ltd
Booth RA15 | Singapore
Website | Facebook

As a commercial kitchen equipment supplier for 14 years, we understand the 
needs of our customers. We are constantly expanding our product range to meet 

your needs. Our selection of equipment is mostly automated and innovative 
which will suit your needs, whether to improve productivity or help reduce 

manpower issues. It does not matter if you are a business owner of a restaurant, 
food shop, food catering company or food manufacturing factory, there will be 

something for you in our range of products. 

We are committed to providing reliable and quality products and services, and we 
believe in long-term relationships by providing the best quality after-sales services 

to our customers.

KLUB
Model: B6 Smart

• Keyboard panel with One-Touch settings
• 3 brewing modes
• Able to set different infusion times for 

different materials, up to 8 different 
types

• Bulk brewing with steam blending 
function to extract full aroma and 
aftertaste of tea/coffee

• Precise temperature control allows for 
true extraction of tea/coffee essence

• Automatic steam cleaning function 
• Smart Setting System with SD card 

storage

KUBOTA
Rice Washing Robot with Storage

Model: KP90KN-CE

• Storage capacity of rice up to 130kg
• Able to wash rice up to 7.5kg per round 
• Reduce operator workload and time loss
• Cost-saving such as rice wasting, water 

usage and man-hour loss compared to 
manual washing by hand

• Easy operation and reliable function

http://www.21maxnew.com.sg/
https://www.facebook.com/21MaxNew


N.P. Foods Singapore Pte Ltd
Booth RB16 | Singapore
Main Site | Principle Site

At N.P. Foods (Singapore), we pride ourselves in our expertise of seasoning 
manufacturing, as well as our vast global network which enables us to gain a 
competitive advantage over our competitors in the industry, designing and 

producing seasonings that are dedicated for each overseas market.

Meat Substitute Seasoning

With the growing demand for Plant-Based 
products worldwide, N.P. Foods developed a 

series of seasonings that allow manufacturers 
to add flavours to their plant-based products. 

These seasonings are vegan-friendly, non-GMO, 
high heat-resistant and are able to provide the 
functionality of masking the “beany taste” from 

soy/pea products. 

NP II Flavoured Oil

NP II is a series of customisable flavoured oils that 
can be added to any products to enhance overall 

taste and aroma. On its own, it can also be used as 
a sauce.

Meat Marination Seasoning

N.P. Foods offer a range of powder-form marinades 
that are suitable for Wet Marination and Dry 

Rubs. These powders can be used on a variety 
of products such as chicken, pork, beef, prawn 

and fish. Besides adding flavour, these marinade 
powders also improve the tenderness of the 

product.

http://www.np-sin.com/
http://www.aftermeats.com/


FG Food Industries Pte Ltd 
Booth RE02 | Singapore

Official FGPL Site | Official FGFI Site

FG Food Industries Pte Ltd (FGFI) produces ready-to-use bulk-packed food for food-service 
customers, SATS, hotels, caterers, and other retail food establishments. 

FGFI manufactures its own frozen ready-meal brands like Prata Wala (Butter Chicken Biryani, 
Chicken Murtabak, Curry Chicken Biryani and Bombay Fish Masala Biryani) and Delizio 

(Pizza and other western snacks/meals). These ready-to-eat meals are distributed to various 
supermarkets and convenience store chains islandwide.

FGFI also offers contract manufacturing services. Its factory is an ISO22000 and Halal-certified 
14,000sqft facility with bulk cooking, baking and blast-freezing facilities. FGFI is a subsidiary of 
the FG Culinary Group which owns award-winning restaurant brands such as Michelin-listed 

Zaffron Kitchen and quick-service chain Prata Wala. The Group owns a catering company that 
provides services to consumers, companies and institutions.

Prata Ready-to-Eat Meals Delizio Ready-to-Eat Meals

Butter Chicken Biryani
Chicken pieces grilled in 
a charcoal-fired tandoor 

stewed with tomato-
based curry and paired 

with basmati biryani 
rice. The Butter Chicken 

Biryani is one of our best-
sellign products on our 
e-commerce platforms.

Cheese Pizza
Indulge in some cheesy 

goodness filled with 
parmesan and mozzarella 
cheese together with the 
crunchy crust cooked to 

perfection.

Curry Chicken Puff
Filled with savoury chicken 
meat and curried potatoes, 

this is a snack that you 
won’t be able to resist.

Curry Chicken Biryani
Aromatic chicken chunks 

stewed in curry and spices, 
paired with basmati biryani 

rice.

Chicken Murtabak
Indian-style pancake with 

minced chicken, egg, 
onions and Indian spices, 
paired with curry chicken 

gravy.

Hawaiian Pizza
Filled with sweet and 

juice pineapples, melty 
mozzarella, and bacon on 
top of a crispy crust, this 

undeniably delicious dish 
will keep you coming back 

for more!

https://www.firstgourmet.com/
https://fgfoodindustries.com/


365Robot Pte Ltd
Booth RE04 | Singapore
Website

365Robot Pte Ltd was set out to be an Artificial Intelligence (AI) solution provider with a vision 
to help our clients achieve a better and happier life with the assistance of robots. Our main 
goal is to create an environment where humans and robots can work together as a team.

Robots are now a reality of life, helping humans achieve a more productive and efficient 
lifestyle. To bring the greatest robot experience, we provide one-stop robotics solutions 

including robot sales, leasing, servicing, troubleshooting and repair. We also design and build 
robots based on client needs.

Waiter Robot

#1 Robot in the service industry. It is excellent 
in dish delivery, customer engagement and 
marketing. Supports multiple work modes 

including delivery, promotion, guidance and 
cruising, with more modes to come. It is suitable 

for most scenarios including restaurants, shopping 
malls, hospitals, hotels, nursing homes and more. 
It walks steadily with no problems in liquid or hot 

dish deliveries.

3D Food Printer

FoodBot is a 3D food printer that can print diverse 
ingredients including chocolate, cookies, fruit jam, 
cheese and more. it can accurately produce a food 
impression. With its real-time temperature control, 

every little change is controllable. It not only 
makes your work consistent, but also maintains 

the nutritional level of the ingredients. FoodBot is 
widely used for educational programs, food baking, 

events and catering.

Greeting Robot Mini

Greeting Robot Mini is a smart home service robot. 
It can be a tour guide and includes functions of 
home setup, intelligent Q&A and even dancing. 

Equipped with the self-developed Robot OS 
System, it can be customised according to the 

needs of personalised scenes, and can be easily 
and quickly connected to customer’s systems. It 

has been applied in real estate, medical treatment, 
educational institutions, enterprises, hotels 

and other scenarios to help customers reduce 
costs, improve efficiency and upgrade the smart 

experience.

https://www.365robot.sg/


Teck Huat & Company
Pte Ltd | Booth RB03
Singapore 
Website | Facebook

Teck Huat & Company Pte Ltd was established in 1927 by Mr Teo Chin Huat and started off as a small-
scale provision shop along Rochor Road. The company maintained and still holds the trademark for the 
legacy and history-rich Lifeguard sweetened condensed milk. Today, the company has a line of lifestyle 

brands ranging from wines to hospitality services, that aims to bring you only the best we can offer, 
including: 

Marco’s Cellar
A wine importer and distributor providing your premium wines and spirits selection. 

Lifeguard Dairies
A dairy product manufacturer with a rich history of almost a century that invokes nostalgic memories from 
the general public, especially from the older genderations. Lifeguard provides you with a daily nutritious 

companion, be it for your desserts or beverages.

Lifeguard Sweetened Condensed Milk
A healthier and environmentally sustainable sweetened condensed milk 
that does not use palm oil, which is high in saturated fats and which also 
destroys the natural habitat. The taste is superior and ideal with any sort 
of beverage such as coffee and tea, and of course, desserts and fruits! 

Ravir Winery
The Ravir vineyard, situated in the south of France, produces wine to 

delight your senses. Every bottle is a connection between the vines and 
the winemaker, in turn producing one of France’s best-valued wines.

Tautavel Winery
Aptly named after the vast amphitheater-shaped bowl of vineyards 

stretching north towards Vingrau, the wines represent phenomenal values, 
and perfectly reflect the rugged, wind-swept terroir in which they are 

grown.

https://teckhuat.com/
https://www.facebook.com/THCHOLDINGS/


Magno NZ Ltd | Booth RA18
New Zealand
Website

Magno NZ is a trading company recently established to source food and food-related products from New 
Zealand and Indonesia. We work closely with farmers and stakeholders in Indonesia to ensure suitable 

agricultural practice, food safety and quality to embrace industry challenges.

Magno NZ has recently invested in a factory and offices in Medan and West Java in Indonesia. Magno 
NZ sources multiple spices, fruits, coffee, tea, cocoa, vanilla beans and spices from different regions in 

Indonesia. The company also provides service for ready-to-eat food, coconut and its related products, as 
well as clothing.

Magno NZ Coffee offers a diverse range of premium gourmet 
coffee beans sourced from all across Indonesia. To retain our 

market-leading position, we continue to set standards and strive 
for a spirit of innovation. Our coffee beans are 100& pure, locally 
cultivated, harvested with care, precisely graded and roasted by 
a skilled roaster. We are happy to finally be able to provide our 

customers with premium coffee beans of the highest quality. 

We offer Arabica and Robusta in different varieties (roasted / 
powdered) and Green Bean coffee. 

Harum Manis or Harumanis is another name for the 
Arumanis mango. 

The Indonesian words ‘harum’ and ‘manis’ mean 
‘sweet’ and ‘fragrant’ respectively. 

The skin of the Arumanis mangoes is bright green 
with prominent, yellow specks. Even when fully ripe, 
the fruit retains its green colour and is ready to eat 
immediately off the tree. The meat is thick and juicy 

with little to no fibre. 

Like other mango varieties, Arumanis mangoes are 
abundant in vitamins A and C, as well as different 

nutrients and mierals. Potassium, iron, calcium 
and magnesium are all present. mangoes from the 
Arumanis genus are also high in soluble fire. Some 

believe that drinking the juice of an Arumanis mango 
will rejuvenate and hydrate the body.

Export Grade Quality
Grade Types: Premium Export

Size: 400-500g/pc

Packing: 
14 - 16pcs per box

depending on size and weight

We offer a variety of durians of 
different species, namely: 
Banyuwangi Red, Bawor, 
Black Thorn, Chanee, D1, 

Hepe, Kan Yao, Kerantungan 
Wild, Lai, Malika, Masmur, 

Matahari, Mentega, 
Montong, Musang King, 

Pelangi, Petruk, Puan 
Manee, Putih, Red Prawn, 

Sultan and Tembaga

We have a variety of 
spices handpicked 

from the farm to the 
factory for processing: 

Cardamon
Cinnamon

Cloves
Vanilla pods
Betel nuts

http://www.magnonz.com/


Appzgate Solutions Pte Ltd 
Booth RB15 | Singapore
Website | Facebook

APPZGATE is an IT solutions provider company with creativity, innovation and technology since 2016. 
We are the solutions provider to various SMBs, Start-Ups and Large Organisations across finance, retail, 
construction, F&B, E-Commerce and logistics domains. Software Development and SEO services are our 

core competencies in APPZGATE. 

APPZPOS is a POS system with a wide range of helpful features specially developed for 
different market needs. With its feature-rich and robust solutions, APPZPOS can facilitate 
all-size businesses to streamline and optimise their F&B and retail operations to gain more 
orders and revenue by integrating with different payment gateways and delivery partner 

platforms. APPZPOS often makes it easier to control and help access multiple revenue 
streams, all from one place.

https://www.appzgate.com/restaurant-f&b-ordering-pos-system-singapore
https://www.facebook.com/appzgatesolutions


Global Oceanlink Pte Ltd
Booth RA10 | Singapore

Website

Live Pacific & Gourmet Oysters from USA

We operate a streamlined supply chain, including our very own ISO 
22000-certified processing plant and warehousing facilities in Woodlands 
Loop, as well as an on-site sourcing/procurement department based in 

Jurong Fishery Port. We operate closely with raw seafood merchants from 
the Southeast Asian region.

http://www.globaloceanlink.com.sg/


EQCOMS Technology Pte Ltd 
Booth RC04 | Singapore
Website | LinkedIn | Facebook

A Singapore-based SME with over 20 years of experience focusing on 
data centre infrastructure, EQCOMS Technology Pte Ltd specialises in the 
construction and maintenance of data centres and critical environments. 

Over the years, with the acceleration of digital transformation, we 
have also included network and cyber security as part of our expertise. 

Working with a strong team with years of experience, EQCOMS is 
committed to deliver sophisticated turnkey IT solutions to customers, 

together with the ability to provide after-sales support and maintenance.

Morphisec - Managed Detection and Response
The Morphisec Breach Prevention Platform makes it easy for IT and 

security teams of any size to secure critical systems against the worst 
cyberthreats without prior knowledge. From the endpoint to servers to 
the cloud, Morphisec streamlines cybersecurity and ensures you don’t 

end up on the news.

Dell Technologies - Data Storage and Protection Solutions
Your one-stop for proven and modern cloud data protection. DELL 

EMC data protection solutions protect business-critical data with proven 
backup and recovery, data archiving and cloud-backup software. Secure 

your business today with cyber confidence.

Malwarebytes - Antivirus Solution
Malwarebyes believes that when people and organisations are free from 

threats, they are free to thrive. Much more than malware remediation, 
the company provides cyberprotection, privacy and prevention to tens of 

thousands of consumers and organisations every day.

https://eqcoms.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eqcoms-technology
https://www.facebook.com/eqcoms


California Wine Bar & Cafe Pte Ltd
Booth RE06 | Singapore

Website

Our company supplies a variety of dried fruits, nuts and dates from 
California. We are also distributors for Guittard Chocolate, a 150-year 

old company based in San Francisco. Other items we represent include 
Frappes, Juices and Cola Drinks.

Products: Nuts, dried fruits, dates, frappes and juices

http://www.palmrichusa.com/


Sirane Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Booth RA06 | Singapore

Website | Instagram: @siraneap

Sirane Asia Pacific brings to our end-users a line of innovative and 
premium food packaging solutions centred around Sustainability and 
Eco-Friendliness. Hence, we bring to you an extensive range of PULP 
/ KRAFT Board food containers and packaging solutions for the Food 

Service Industry from SABERT, a global leader in sustainable food 
packaging.

Our sustainable line of food 
packaging containers from SABERT 
comprises a wide selection of 
shapes and sizes for most food 
service applications, and are fully 
compostable (EN 13432) and 
biodegradable. Certain products 
may also be recycled through the 
paper stream. The pulp containers 
are paired with snap-on lid covers 
that may be in pulp, PP or PET. Top 
sealing closures with lidding film is 
also an option.

http://sirane-ap.com/


Oki Data (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Booth RB11 | Singapore

Website

OKI DATA (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD in Southeast Asia is a part of the OKI Group, 
a global B2B company that pioneered award-winning digital LED printing 
technology. OKI produces robust and leading-edge printers combined with 
customer-centric solutions, thereby empowering businesses to create and print 
professional-quality applications in-house and on-demand. OKI printers are 
renowned for their innovation, reliability, unrivalled media handling capabilities, 
and superb colour quality. OKI printers are used globally by organizations from 
across a range of sectors and industries. These include F&B, retail, graphic arts, 
education, healthcare, hospitality, events, chemical, and many more.

Pro1040 (CMYK)
Pro1050 (CMYK+White)

Pro1040/Pro1050 Series are table-top 
sized, toner-based colour LED label 
printers. The Pro Series Label Printer 
allows you to extend your in-house 
colour printing capabilities from 
the expected to the extraordinary. 
Printing just-in-time, on-demand 
and at short notice, is now possible. 
In addition, the device gives you the 
ability to create breathtaking output, 
such as colourful and vibrant product 
labels for food, beverages, cosmetics 
and other applications.

Label Printers

Pro9431 (CMYK), Pro9541 
(CMYK+Clear / White), Pro9542 
(CMYK+White)

OKI has taken digital printing to a 
new level with the Pro9000 Series. 
These printers are specifically 
designed for the graphic arts market 
offering outstanding print quality, 
higher print speeds, lower total cost 
of ownership and complete media 
flexibility. Furthermore, these A3 
digital LED printers (Pro9541 and 
Pro9542) offer the unique option of 
printing with the addition of a fifth 
spot colour in either white or clear 
gloss.and other applications.

Graphic Arts Printers

http://www.palmrichusa.com/


Enable Business Pte Ltd
Booth RA09 | Singapore
Website | LinkedIn | Facebook

QuickHR by Enable Business is a holistic cloud-based Human Resource Management System (HRMS) 
that’s built to eliminate problems that plague traditional HR platforms. Every part is designed with 

security, stability and ease-of-use in mind.

Providing a seamless interconnected HRMS system, the QuickHR platform enables businesses across 
different industries to quickly and efficiently manage their employees’ payroll, leave, claims, attendance, 

scheduling, and more.

QuickHR is a fully GDPR and PDPA compliant system and it is currently one of only two HRMS providers 
in Singapore to have achieved the highest level of security standard, including ISO 9001:2015 and Multi-

Tiered Cloud Security Standard MTCS SS584:2020 Level 2 certified.

Due to the relentless pursuit of digital transformation, QuickHR has been recognised for its customer-
centric solutions, earning prestigious awards including in HRM Asia Reader’s Choice Awards and the HR 

Vendors of the Year (VOTY) Award, clinching a total of 7 HR Technology awards in 2021.

Timesheet and Attendance System

Multifunctional, centralised, and easy-to-use timesheet system that 
allows instant customisation of employees’ schedules to monitor 
shortfall and plan for relief staff. Employees can clock in and out 
from their mobile devices manually or by facial recognition. With 
geolocation technology, it’ll be easy to ensure accurate and real-

time attendance tracking.

Leave Management System

A fool-proof leave management system with a multi-tiered approval 
system, easy tracking of leave status, and detailed reports to help 
manage employees’ requests in real-time. Apply and approve on-

the-go with QuickHR’s mobile app. 

Payroll Management System

A versatile and optimised payroll solution with flexible settings 
to automate and simplify your payroll. Integrated with every HR 

process including claims, leave, attendance, staff scheduling, and 
more. Fully compliant with local MOM, IRAS and tax laws.  

http://quickhr.co/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/13371402/admin/
https://www.facebook.com/quickhr.co/


THE BREAD BLUE CO., LTD
B14 | Korea

THE BREAD BLUE bakes the best-tasting bakery with No eggs, No milk, 
and No butter. We provide the healthy snacks and desserts by using 
all-natural ingredients only. 

Our products are Dark Chocolate Financier, Vegan Garlic Baguette and 
Vegan Scone. 

1. Dark Chocolate Financier is a vegan bakery with a sweet and bitter 
taste of dark chocolate. 

2. Vegan Garlic Baguette is a vegan bakery full of handmade garlic 
sauce that is crispy on the outside and moist on the inside. 

3. Vegan Scon is a savory vegan bakery with a lively scent and texture.



JOIN AND JOIN - Nuldam
B15 | Korea

We are going to deliver our heart and present it to precious people 
through dessert. It also takes functionally and nutritionally sustainable 
foods (environment, health, society).

1. Nuldam nuts chocolate ball with Almond, Cashew, Macadamia

2. Nuldam Zero Sparkling of two flavours: Balck-tea Lemon & Chamo-
mile peach

3. Nuldam Chick Bean Snack of two flavours: Original & Banana
   



JNarin Corp. - Terre de Glace
B16 | Korea

Our company is Korea's first organic ice cream brand, Terre De Glace.

We have long overcome internal and external difficulties and firmly 
defended its position to lead the high-quality ice cream culture.

With our own know-how and new technologies, we have obtained 
organic processed food certification from the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Rural Affairs, and have opened a new chapter of true 
Well-being ice cream.

1. Organic handmade stick chocolate candy (Made of organic 
chocolate)

2. Organic Dalgona (Dalgona is made of sugar honeycomb)

3. Organic Rice snack, makes the perfect match with ice cream



TreeToBar
B17 | Korea

'Tree to bar' means the whole process of beans from cacao tree 
becoming chocolate bars. We aim to be the platform of chocolate that 
imports, produces and sells everything about chocolate manufacturing, 
from raw material to processing machines and chocolate bars, the final 
product.

1. 100% dark natural chocolate

2. 51% milk wedding natural chocolate

3. 35% white mocha natural chocolate



Agricultural Corporation Cacaofive Co. Ltd
B18 | Korea

Cacao Five is pursuing the aesthetics of slowness. Every moment 
making chocolate, it's about nature.

The raw materials of the physical nature and only the honest process 
harmonize the taste and flavor of chocolate, make healthy chocolate 
more than anything. 

Serving food that's good for health to our precious family, We provide 
every customer honest and sweet chocolate.

1. Vegan chocolate with five different flavors - Dark, Soy milk, Matcha, 
Mugwort, Black Sesame

2. Vegan Brown Rice crunch - the unpeeled brown rice fried In sweet 
chocolate. Slowly aged vegan brownies and peach crunches resemble 
atumn, the season of fruit

3. Sejong Peachlate - Sejong Peachlate is chocolate harmonized with 
peaches harvested in Jochiwon that has 110 years of history. It holds 
the fragrant flavor and sweet taste of summer peaches.



KORINA TRADE CO., LTD.
B19 | Korea

KORINA TRADE is a professional trading company in Korea. We special-
ize in offering different Korean beverages and pioneering export busi-
ness in the European market. We are also a licensed and the exclusive 
distributor of Chupa Chups Beverage to 23 countries across entire 
Europe. Our products are available in over 100,000 stores and also on 
the online market and digital platforms in EU. 

As a global professional trading company, we are also into strategic 
overseas marketing, such as product and package design optimized for 
local culture and promotion through the digital generation.

1. Delicious Milk GT (Choco flavor) -  Chocolate milk with real cocoa 
that is sweet! It is a chocolate milk with a harmonious taste of mild 
flavor of Belgian and Spanish cocoa, 100% without coloring, 
considering taste and health.

2. Choco Emon - Fresh milk containing only first-grade raw milk and 
chocolate emon with the softness of thick cocoa! It contains 11 kinds of 
vitamins, calcium and folic acid, and it is chocolate milk with Doraemon 
as its mascot.

3. Chupa Chups Drinks - Refreshing Chupa Chups Sparkling Drinks! It is 
a healthy carbonated beverage that you can enjoy the original taste by 
containing natural pigments and real fruit juice.



See you there!
Sands Expo & Convention Centre

Hall E, Basement 2

19 - 20 May: 10AM - 6PM
21 May: 10AM - 5PM

www.restaurantasia.com.sg • www.intlcoffeetea-asia.com

International Coffee & Tea Asia
Cafe Asia • Sweets & Bakes AsiaRestaurant Asia

OrganiserCo-Organisers

Be a part of Singapore’s most dedicated 
and inclusive F&B, coffee, tea, sweets and 

bakery event!

Click here to register as a visitor!

https://intlcoffeetea-asia.com/visitor-registration/
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